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Canine Good Citizen – Equip your dog with the skills to act mannerly in public 

places and in the presence of other dogs. It prepares you and your dog for the 

AKC Canine Good Citizen Certification, which tests for accepting friendly 

strangers, sitting politely for petting, walking without pulling, walking through a 

crowd, sitting down and staying on command, coming when called, behaving 

politely around other dogs, behaving well when faced with common distractions 

and maintaining manners when left with a stranger. This course is part of required 

training for Therapy and Assisted Dog work and often opens doors to your dog 

staying at hotels and inns. Classes: Meet once a week for 5 weeks for 1 hour. Limit 10 dogs. 

 

 

 

Advanced CGC: Community Canine - Are you looking to develop your 

dog's response to manner's commands while faced with a high level of 

distractions and/or when your dog is at a distance from you? Our 

Advanced Manners course works to perfect manners topics such as real 

world "Leave-it/Don't Touch" with  high level distractions, increased 

recall reliability with complex exercises, perfecting the heel position - 

both on leash and off, improve manners with distance for downs/sits and 

improve manners for going into a down command while recalling. This 

course teaches logical exercises that improve your dog's self-control, 

permission and name recognition. Classes: Meet once a week for 4 weeks for 1 hour. ** Due to the high 

level of exercises presented, course size will be limited to 8 working teams.  
 

 

 

Training The Multiple Dog Household - Training one dog can be a 

challenge. Training more than one dog can be chaos. This course 

focuses on the everyday dilemmas you are faced with when living with 

multiple dogs. If you are looking to make positive headway on 

handling your multiple dog household, make progress on double dog 

manners, improve your dogs' recall abilities, advance your loose leash 

walking skills and your meeting and greeting experiences with other 

dogs and people - this specialty course is for you! Classes: Meet once 

a week for 3 weeks for 1 hour. Limit 5 dogs. 
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